Appendix C
From: REDACTED
Sent: 08 April 2022 08:16
To: EHL Safety <EHL.Safety@brighton-hove.gov.uk>
Cc: REDACTED
Subject: Objection to the request for an alcohol licence on Richardson Road

EF CON ENDS 18.04.22 VALID PPN (A)
Dear Sir/Madam,
I would like to place an objection for JUMPS DELICATESSEN LTD at 20 Richardson Road, Hove, BN3
5RB to be issued an alcohol licence.
The objection is based on the future change their alcohol licence will bring to the local community,
peace and safety of residents and the area.
Currently the gem of Hove, Richardson Road attracts local visitors to cafes to enjoy quiet
breakfast/lunch/brunch with soft drinks. All local businesses on the road are very quiet and currently
the road becomes very quiet at 5pm on in the week and 3ish at weekends.
By allowing JUMPS DELICATESSEN LTD to sell alcohol by glass till 7pm the cafe will increase people
and vehicle traffic effecting local community, will create incidents under alcohol influence and
decrease safety for local adult residents, children and pets. Last orders taken by 7 pm do not mean
cafe guests will finish their drinking by 7 pm. Allowing alcohol to be served will ruin REDACTED and
create a massive amount of noise pollution going forward.
Considering the adverse effect we have already seen from the reopening of Rockwater, where we
have people shouting and occasionally throwing traffic cones or whatever they find on our street in
the early hours of Saturday and Sunday morning we feel our street has already had to take an
unnecessary hit and would like it to stop there please. We personally have accepted this for the
good of Hove but would like it to stop there please.
We moved to REDACTED due to the quiet, sleepy and friendly vibe and we love our local community
and neighbours. Please don’t ruin it.
Thanks for the opportunity to give our opinion.
Regards,
REDACTED
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From: REDACTED
Sent: 18 April 2022 17:35
To: EHL Safety <EHL.Safety@brighton-hove.gov.uk>
Subject: Jumps Delicatessen Ltd Licence - 1445/3/2022/00630/LAPREN

EF CON ENDS 18.04.22 VALID PPN & PCD (B)
Dear Sirs
Jumps Delicatessen Ltd Licence - 1445/3/2022/00630/LAPREN
I am writing to register my objection to the licensing application by Jumps Delicatessen Ltd, 20
Richardson Road, Hove, BN3 5RB. I am a resident of REDACTED and believe that granting this
application fails to fulfil the licensing objectives to prevent crime, disorder, nuisance, public safety
and protection of children from harm.
Richardson Road is a successful community of businesses and residents during the day but after 4pm
is a quiet residential road. The granting of this licence has the potential to introduce a night time
economy to the road by stealth to the detriment of its residents. The property is neighboured and
overlooked by many residential properties and gardens and the playing of music into the evening
will be a nuisance to these people particularly in the summer months when people have to have
their windows open. The road is home to several vulnerable elderly people as well as families with
children who will be harmed by this and not be able to rest and sleep due to this noise. Added to this
the sale of alcohol lends to an increased likelihood of noise nuisance as well as crime, disorder and
antisocial behaviour. And with that comes a risk to property and public safety. The local area is
already catered for with regards to licensed premises by businesses on Portland Road, Church Road
and the seafront.
In view of the above I would urge you to refuse the application.
Yours faithfully.
REDACTED
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From: REDACTED
Sent: 18 April 2022 17:03
To: EHL Safety <EHL.Safety@brighton-hove.gov.uk>
Subject: Jumps delicatessen 20 Richardson Road BN3 5RB

EF CON ENDS 18.04.22 VALID PPN & PCD (C)
I am writing to register an objection to the application for for a premises licence.
The road is a vibrant community during the day but after 4pm it is a quiet residential road.
There are residential properties surrounding the delicatessen with elderly people and young
families. I believe serving alcohol and playing amplified music will cause a local noise disturbance
and negatively impact the lives of our young children whose bedrooms look out directly onto the
street.
I would also like to object on the grounds of antisocial behaviour, amplified music and alcohol risks
raised voices, loitering and public urination.
Kind regards,
REDACTED
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From: REDACTED
Sent: 18 April 2022 17:03
To: EHL Safety <EHL.Safety@brighton-hove.gov.uk>
Subject: Jumps delicatessen 20 Richardson Road BN3 5RB

EF CON ENDS 18.04.22 VALID PPN & PCD (D)
I am writing to register an objection to the application for for a premises licence.
The road is a vibrant community during the day but after 4pm it is a quiet residential road.
There are residential properties surrounding the delicatessen with elderly people and young
families. I believe serving alcohol and playing amplified music will cause a local noise disturbance
and negatively impact the lives of our young children whose bedrooms look out directly onto the
street.
I would also like to object on the grounds of antisocial behaviour, amplified music and alcohol risks
raised voices, loitering and public urination.
Kind regards,
REDACTED
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